In this paper, we study the expressive power and the complexity of rst-order logic with arithmetic, as a query language over relational and constraint databases. We consider constraints over various domains (N, Z , Q, and R), and with various arithmetical operations (6, +, , etc.).
Introduction
The expressive power of rst-order logic has been studied in classical logic CK73] , where powerful tools, such as the compactness theorem, EhrenfeuchtFra ss e games, etc., provide easy answers to the de nability of numerous problems. More recently, a variant of the general problem has been considered with restrictions on the semantics. The de nability over the class of nite structures has attracted a considerable attention in nite model theory Fag93] . The problem di ers drastically from the initial one, since most of the powerful tools of classical logic fail when the semantics is restricted to classes of models, such as nite models for instance. New techniques have been developed such as the study of the asymptotic probabilities of the truth of sentences Fag76] .
Finite model theory is strongly motivated by database theory. A relational database is just a nite structure. The new applications of database systems (e.g. geographical information) have lead to new data models, appropriate for the manipulation of geometrical, topological, and arithmetical information. Constraints over arithmetical domains provide a excellent framework for such data models. Their introduction into rst-order logic raises questions relative to the expressive power of rst-order queries, over both classical nite databases, and newly de ned constraint databases, that constitute the topic of the paper.
Until recently, databases were considered to be nite collections of data items. New applications such as those involving temporal and spatial data lead very naturally to more general data models allowing in nite collections of items to be stored in the database. The constraint databases, introduced by Kanellakis, Kuper, and Revesz in their seminal paper KKR90], constitute a powerful generalization of Codd's relational model. In this new paradigm, instead of tuples, queries act on \generalized tuples" expressed as quanti erfree rst-order constraints in a decidable theory. A generalized relation is a nite conjunction of such constraints, interpreted in the domain of a given model of the decidable theory. Interesting constraint query languages are then obtained by coupling the relational calculus (or some version of Datalog) with a decidable theory.
Di erent types of constraints were considered in KKR90] such as dense linear order inequalities KG94], real polynomial inequalities, etc. These constraints are based on decidable theories that admit the elimination of quanti ers. The data complexity of both the relational calculus and in ationary Datalog Rev93, Rev95] with negation over dense order constraint databases has been shown to be tractable, though the decision problem of the underlying theories might have high complexity. The low data complexity shows the promising potential for practical applications of this approach, which has been pursued in particular in Kup93,PVV94,CK95,GS95,PVV95].
We consider constraints over the domains of the natural numbers, the integers, the rationals and the reals, expressed in rst-order languages with equality, and possibly an order relation and arithmetic operations, such as addition, multiplication, exponentiation (e x ), super-exponentiation (x y ), etc. We investigate the data complexity, which is the complexity of the evaluation of queries in terms of the database size. We rst consider the complexity over nite relations (classical relational case). We prove that linear queries (expressed with order and addition) can be evaluated in AC 0 data complexity, that is on Boolean circuits with arbitrary fan-in gates with constant parallel time and a polynomial number of processors. This result shows that linear queries have the same potential for parallelization than rst-order logic with no arithmetic. On the other hand, we proved that while polynomial queries over the reals can be evaluated in NC BKR86, KKR90] , polynomial queries over the natural numbers, the integers and the rationals are arithmetical.
We then consider the complexity over nitely representable relations and prove a new result for the case of linear queries that, over all the domains considered, they can be evaluated in NC 1 (logarithmic time with a polynomial number of processors over bounded fan-in Boolean circuits). The proof is based on the following observation. The computation of a linear query requires the use of a bounded number of nested integer multiplications, which is known to be computable within logarithmic parallel time SS71]. Order queries have AC 0 bounds while polynomial queries admit the same bound as over nite structures.
The data complexity of rst-order logic provides an upper-bound on the expressive power. We investigate in detail the impact of the arithmetic. The parity of the cardinality of a set and the connectivity of a nite graph are well-known queries that are not de nable over nite models in a rstorder language with equality. They are especially interesting, since they involve two basic primitives: counting and recursion. Their unde nability was shown by various proof techniques such as locality Gai81], asymptotic probabilities Fag74], Ehrenfeucht-Fra ss e games Fra54, Ehr61] , etc. The unde nability results also hold in the presence of an order relation on the domain Gur88] .
It was shown in GS94] that the model theory of nitely representable structures, di ers strongly from the classical model theory of all structures. In particular, most of the classical results of logic such as the compactness and the completeness theorems fail for nitely representable structures, like for nite models (see the survey by Fagin Fag93] ). Constraint databases thus introduce a new area of research on rst-order de nability. The previous undenability results were shown for domains allowing at most an order relation. It is particularly challenging that the existing techniques do not carry over in presence of arithmetic. Ehrenfeucht-Fra ss e games apply, but they lead to inextricable combinatorics GS94], while locality and 0/1 laws do not work already in the presence of an order relation.
On the other hand, the parity and connectivity queries have noth-ing to do with arithmetic. They are generic CH80], i.e., they commute with permutations of the domain, even permutations violating the order and the arithmetic operations. The increase of the number of relations and arithmetic functions in a rst-order language generally results in an increase of its expressive power. This is clear for all classical arithmetics over the natural numbers or the reals for instance with the operations + and . Nevertheless, it is a priori not clear that more generic queries are expressible in a language extended with arithmetic operations. Gurevich ( AHV95] , Exercise 17.27, page 162) found an example of a generic query expressible with an order relation, and not expressible without it. We prove here that parity and connectivity are de nable over the natural numbers or the rationals with addition and multiplication, and over the reals with superexponentiation. On the other hand these queries are not de nable with addition only. The expressive power of linear queries has also been studied in ACGK94]. Recently, it was shown in BDLW95] that parity was not de nable with polynomial constraints over the reals.
We develop reduction techniques to prove the unde nability of numerous queries under the assumption that parity is not de nable. We illustrate these techniques on queries from geometry, topology, computational geometry Yao90], graph theory, and geographical databases, and we investigate their rst-order de nability in various contexts. Our reduction results and the result of BDLW95] answer most of the de nability questions over constraint databases found in the literature.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we present the concept of relational databases and constraint databases. In Section 3, we introduce queries and rst-order logic as a query language, and study the data complexity of rst-order queries for various domains, arithmetic, and over nite or nitely representable relations. Section 4 is devoted to relational generic queries, while queries over nitely representable queries are studied in Section 5, with the reduction techniques.
From Finite to Constraint Databases
We here introduce the framework of nitely representable databases which extends the classical paradigm of the relational model, and present a few important examples of such databases.
All the results presented here are related to rst-order logic, which deserves therefore a brief presentation. In the whole paper, we consider rst-order languages with equality. A rst-order language L consists of predicate, function, and constant symbols. The family of terms is recursively de ned as follows: a constant or a variable is a term, f(t 1 ; :::; t n ) is a term if f is an n-ary function symbol and t 1 ; :::; t n are terms. Formulas are de ned using logical connectives, terms, and predicate symbols from L in the standard way: P(t 1 ; :::; t n ) is an atomic formula if P is an n-ary predicate symbol and t 1 ; :::; t n are terms; :', ' _ , '^ , 9x', and 8x' are formulas if '; are formulas and x is a variable. A sentence is a formula with no free occurrences of variables. A formula is quanti er-free if no quanti er occurs in it.
A structure for a rst-order language L (an L-structure) is a pair A = hA; i, where A is a non empty set, called the universe, and is the interpretation function mapping predicate, function, and constant symbols in L to appropriate relations over, functions on, and elements in A, respectively. The notion of satisfaction is de ned in the standard way. We say equivalently that a structure A is a model of a sentence ', or that ' is true in A, and denote it by A j = '. The set of sentences true in a structure A is called the theory of A. A theory T (set of sentences closed under logical implication) is complete, whenever for each sentence ', we have ' 2 T or :' 2 T .
In this paper, we shall focus on the following numerical domains: { N of natural numbers, { Zof integers, { Q of rational numbers, and { R of real numbers along with the (total) order predicate (6) and the following arithmetic operations: addition (+), multiplication ( ), exponentiation (e y ) and superexponentiation (x y ). The super-exponentiation function x y is de ned over the complex numbers C , and is only partially de ned over the real numbers R and the rational numbers Q (if x is negative, x y may not be de ned for some y's). First-order logic with arithmetic is treated in great detail in End72], which is of great help for the present topic.
We now review the well known framework of nite relational databases Cod70,Ull88]. The universe is restricted to the natural numbers, possibly with the order, but without arithmetic.
A database schema is a set of relation symbols such that L \ = ?.
Throughout the paper, we assume that the database schema is disjoint from the rst-order language, and we distinguish between logical predicates (e.g., =; 6) in L and relations in . A database instance is a nite structure, with a nite domain D, and a nite interpretation of the relation symbols.
The theoretical framework of relational databases is therefore restricted to nite models in contrast to all models in classical logic. The formal foundations have been studied in an insu ciently known branch of logic, nite model theory Fag93] , which is the model theory of nite structures. This eld has attracted a recent and large development mainly due to its connection to database theory AHV95]. Finite model theory di ers drastically form classical model theory. Indeed, the two fundamental theorems of classical logic, the compactness and the completeness theorems, fail in the context of nite models. Various other results also fail such as the recursive enumerability of the set of sentences valid over nite models Tra50], or Beth's theorem on the equivalence between implicit and explicit de nitions Gur88]. These results are fundamental to prove in particular expressive power results, and explain the need to develop alternative proof methods in nite model theory. We shall see that the situation is even worse for constraint databases.
We now consider constraint databases. Kanellakis, Kuper, and Revesz KKR90] introduced the concept of k-ary generalized tuple, which is a constraint expressed as a conjunction of atomic formulas in L over k variables.
A k-ary nitely representable relation (or generalized relation in KKR90]) is then a nite set of k-ary generalized tuples. In this framework, a tuple a; b] in the context of classical relational databases Cod70] is an abbreviation for the formula (x = a^y = b) represented using only the equality symbol, \=", and constants. Geometric objects can easily be de ned. A triangle can be de ned as a generalized tuple represented using only \6" and constants, by an expression of the form: (x 6 y^x > 0^y 6 10). More sophisticated gures can be de ned, such as a half circle over the reals for instance: (x x + y y = 1^x 6 0).
The structures are of particular interest in the context of nitely representable models include the discrete structures such as { hN;6;(n) n2N i, hZ;6;(n) n2Z i, { hN;6;+;(n) n2N i, hZ;6;+;(n) n2Z i, over the languages of (respectively) order, order and addition, and natural or integer constants; and dense structures such as { Q = hQ;=;6;(q) q2Q i, hQ;=;6;+;(q) q2Q i, { R = hR;=;6; +; ; (q) q2A i, over (respectively) the languages L 6 = f=;6g Q, and L = f=;6; ; +g A , where A is the set of algebraic numbers.
We assume that the languages contain constants, either all constants in an enumerable domain (N, Z , Q) or the set of algebraic numbers A in the case of the reals. In the sequel we will omit the constants in the notation of structures.
Other structures will be considered, such as the structure of number theory, hN;6;+; i, and structures over larger vocabulary, but we will see that they are generally meaningless for constraint databases. Note that all theories of the previous structures are decidable and have hyper-exponential complexity FR79,Ren92].
The structure Q satis es the theory of dense order without endpoints that is known to be complete CK73]. Moreover, it admits the elimination of quantiers, which as we shall see in the following is the fundamental property of constraint databases. The structure R satis es the theory of ordered real closed elds which, like the theory of dense order without endpoints, is also complete and admits the elimination of quanti ers CK73].
A constraint database is a nite representation of a structure, which is an expansion of some arithmetical structure, say R, to a database schema , i.e., a structure over the vocabulary f=;6;+; ; (q) q2A g that coincides with R on f=;6;+; ; (q) q2A g. The new relations of constitute the database (in the context of R). Although the relations may be in nite, they are nitely representable with symbols in f=;6;+; ; (q) q2A g. De nition 2.1 Let A be an L-structure with universe A, '(x 1 ; :::; x n ) a quanti er-free formula in L with n distinct free variables x 1 ; :::; x n . An n-ary relation S A n is represented by ' over A if the following holds:
for all a 1 ; :::; a n 2 A; A j = '(a 1 ; :::; a n ) i (a 1 ; :::; a n ) 2 S : If S is represented by ' over A, ' is also called a nite representation of S over A. Example 2.2 Let a; b; c; d be rational numbers such that a < c and b < d. Note that the languages considered contain a constant symbol for each rational number in the case of Q, and for each algebraic number in the case of R. This is necessary in our framework (algebraic numbers are de nable with +; ; 0, and 1, which may require additional variables and quanti ers).
De nition 2.4 An (A; )-(database) instance is a mapping I such that there exists an expansion B of A to that is L-representable over A, and for each R 2 , R B is represented by I(R) over A. De nition 2.5 Suppose A is an L structure. Let be a database schema. Two (A; )-databases I and J are equivalent if for each R 2 of arity n, A j = 8x 1 8x n (I(R) $ J(R)):
A nitely representable relation can therefore be in nite, of arbitrary cardinality (not necessarily countable), but it admits a nite representation. Anite relation (database) is representable using only the equality predicate (and constants), and therefore is an f=g-representable relation (and the representing formula does not involve negation). The converse doesn't hold. However, a monadic relation is f=g-representable i it is nite or co-nite.
3 Queries, query languages and data complexity
In this section, we de ne the fundamental concept of a \query" and introduce various subclasses of queries including the classical \generic" (relational) queries CH80,CH82], dense-order queries KKR90,GS95], and linear queries GST94,PVV95]. We illustrate various concepts with examples queries from various elds, including geometry and graph theory. We then consider rstorder languages as \query languages" and study the complexity bounds of evaluating queries expressed in these languages as a function of the input database size.
Queries
Queries are mappings which satisfy a consistency criterion called genericity, which re ects the independence of the data from its representation. In ( -nite) relational databases, a query, introduced by Chandra and Harel CH80], is a mapping Q from nite structures over a given schema to relations of a xed arity n satisfying the following conditions: (i) Q is partial recursive; and (ii) for each database I of and each permutation of the underlying domain, Q( (I)) = (Q(I)), i.e., Q commutes with . Condition (ii) is called genericity in the database literature. Note that the underlying structure of a relational database is a rst-order structure A for the language L consisting of one predicate symbol (the equality \=") and no function symbols. Hence every permutation of the domain is an automorphism of A. The genericity implies in particular that if two databases, I and J, over are isomorphic by an isomorphism, then Q(I) and Q(J) are also isomorphic by the same isomorphism.
Genericity was later generalized to \C-genericity" by Hull Hul86] to allow the use of a xed set C of constants (which are left xed by the isomorphisms) in a query expression. In this paper, we only consider the genericity notion in its original form, though the results are generalizable. Constraint databases give raise to numerous concepts of genericity PVV94,BDLW95]. Genericity is not the purpose of the present paper, and we adopt the following de nition.
De nition 3.1 Let A be an L-structure, a database schema, and k 2 N. A (k-ary) query is a mapping Q from (A; )-databases to quanti er-free formulas in L with k distinct free variables y 1 ; :::; y k satisfying the following condition: { For each pair I; J of databases over , if I and J are equivalent, then Q(I) and Q(J) are equivalent. A Boolean query is a collection of (A; )-databases closed under equivalence.
In the above de nition, we do not require a query to be computable (or recursive), since we shall also consider query languages that are capable of expressing queries in the arithmetical hierarchy.
De nition 3.2 If A is an L-structure with universe A and a database schema, then a query Q is (relational) generic if Q commutes with each permutation of A, i.e., for each (A; )-database I and each permutation of A, Q( (I)) = (Q(I)).
Generic queries make sense on nite inputs only. It can be veri ed that for a language L f6;+; g, if S is an L-representable set over Q (or R), and if for each permutation of Q (R), (S) is also L-representable, then S is nite. This holds because if S is not nite, S must contain an interval since S is L-representable. Now under permutations which break the interval into in nitely many \pieces", (S) is not nitely representable.
In the general context of nitely representable databases, e.g., over the real eld R, clearly the identity becomes the only isomorphism between the nitely representable extensions of R. Recently, di erent notions of genericity have been proposed and studied in KG94,PVV94,GS95] and we consider one of these in the following.
De nition 3.3 Suppose L is a rst-order language with the order predicate 6, A an L-structure, and a database schema. A query Q is 6-generic (order generic) if Q commutes with each isomorphism of the substructure Aj f6g , i.e., the structure containing the universe of A and the binary relation 6 A .
We now present numerous examples of constraint database queries in the areas of geometry, topology, computational geometry, graph theory, and geographical databases. In Section 5, we exhibit reductions among these queries and the reduction results establish a hierarchy of equivalence classes of queries. We consider mappings corresponding to (i) well known (Boolean) graph queries (parity, majority, etc.), and (ii) spatial queries (e.g., region connectivity). For graph queries, the inputs are nite relations (over, e.g., integer values) de ned with equality constraints. For spatial queries, we consider queries over potentially in nite relations. For example, suppose that R is an in nite binary relation. It can be seen as de ning an in nite set of points on the real plane. The queries considered here concern topological or geometric properties of the input relations.
More speci cally, we consider the following graph queries, which are generic queries. For each nite relation R, jRj denotes the cardinality of R. { parity, input: a nite relation R; output: true i jRj is even. { majority, input: two nite relations, R 1 and R 2 , of the same arity; output: true i R 1 R 2 , and jR 2 j 6 2jR 1 j. { half, input: two nite relations, R 1 and R 2 , of the same arity; output:
true i R 1 R 2 , and jR 2 j = 2jR 1 j. { connectivity, input: a nite binary relation R representing a graph; output: true i the graph represented by R is connected (i.e., there is a path from every node u to every node v). The topological and geometric queries considered include the following 6-generic queries.
{ k-dimensional region connectivity, input: one relation R of arity k; output: true i R is connected, i.e., every pair of points in R can be linked by a curve contained entirely in R.
{ k-dimensional at least (exactly) one hole, input: one relation R of arity k; output: true i R has at least (exactly) one hole (a connected region with empty intersection with R, but lying inside a hyper-sphere of dimension k ? 1 which is included in R). nite volume). { Eulerian traversal, input: one binary relation R consisting of only line segments; output: true i there is a traversal going through each line segment exactly once.
{ homeomorphism, input: two binary relations, R 1 and R 2 ; output: true i the sets of points in R 1 and R 2 are homeomorphic in dimension 2. Note that for k = 1, the region connectivity, at least and exactly one hole queries can be easily expressed in rst order. We also consider the following query, euclidean spanning tree, which is not 6-generic but was conjectured not expressible in rst order in KKR90] in the context of R. { euclidean spanning tree, input: one binary relation representing a nite set of points in R 2 ; output: one relation with arity four representing a set of pairs of points which are edges of the Euclidean spanning tree.
Query languages
Let L be a rst-order language and a database schema, disjoint from L. We consider L as a query language: each formula ' in L with free variables in fx 1 ; :::; x n g naturally de nes a query (expression) over (n > 0):
f(x 1 ; :::; x n ) j 'g:
Suppose Q = f(x 1 ; :::; x n ) j 'g is a query over the schema , and I is an (A; )-database. Since for each R 2 , I(R) is a (quanti er-free) formula in L, and ' is a formula in L , we can replace in ' each occurrence of a relation symbol R by the formula I(R). Clearly, the resulting formula, denoted by ' 0 , is a formula in L. The answer of the query Q on I, denoted by Q(I), is de ned as a quanti er-free formula in L such that A j = ' 0 $ .
If the theory of the structure A admits quanti er elimination, then each query expression indeed de nes a query. The converse is also true. Examples of such theories include the theory of dense-order without endpoints, and the theory of the real closed eld. Not all the structures considered in the paper admit quanti er elimination procedures.
Example 3.4 End72] The theory of hN;6;+i (a.k.a. Presburger arithmetic)
does not admit quanti er elimination. For example, the set of even numbers de ned by the formula (x) 9z(x = z + z) is not de nable by a quanti erfree formula. Though quanti er elimination is a necessary condition for de ning the semantics of arbitrary query expressions, Boolean queries are well de ned even without quanti er elimination procedure.
Proposition 3.5 For each sentence ' in L , the answer of the Boolean query f() j 'g on every (A; )-database is always de ned.
We now make our notion of a \query language" more precise. Let L be a rst-order language and A an L-structure. By query language L, we mean the collection of schema and query expression pairs ( ; Q) such that for each (A; )-database I, Q(I) is always de ned. It is not di cult to see that if the theory of A does not admit quanti er elimination, the corresponding query language L is possibly non recursive.
First-order queries can also be written in algebraic form. The success of the relational model is largely due to the existence of an algebraic framework, equivalent to the calculus, and which allows e cient optimization and implementation techniques. We recall the algebra for nitely representable relations that was introduced in GST94]. It plays a fundamental role in the proof techniques for the data complexity on Boolean circuits. We recall the algebraic operators. Suppose R is an n-ary relation represented by a quanti er-free for- We now describe the semantics of the algebra. (Note that the operators work directly on generalized tuples, so the semantics is given with respect to generalized tuples.) Suppose that I is an instance of , and e is an expression over . The result of e on I, denoted by e(I), is de ned inductively as follows:
(i) { If e = (R), e(I) = I(R) (a set of generalized tuples). (v) { If e = (e 1 e 2 ), then e(I) = e 1 (I) e 2 (I).
{ If e = (e 1 \ e 2 ), then e(I) = ft 1^t2 j t 1 2 e 1 (I); t 2 2 e 2 (I)g: { If e = (e 1 ? e 2 ), then e(I) = ft 1^t2 j t 1 2 e 1 (I); t 2 2 (e 2 (I)) c g, where R c is the complement of R obtained as follows. Suppose R = ft 1 ; :::; t n g is a set of generalized tuples and for each i, t i = V V j ' i;j . Then R c is the formula 4 in DNF which is equivalent to V V i W W j :' i;j . 3 The selection F is not to be confused with the schema . 4 Note that the formula may a priori have exponential length in the size of the It is easy to verify that the algebra, denoted by ALG L , where L is some rst-order language of the type considered in the paper, is equivalent to rstorder logic over the class of structures we consider. The proof (omitted) is similar to that of the equivalence of the classical relational algebra and calculus over nite structures (see AHV95]). The equivalent algebra query is:
A 2 B=A 1 +A 2 A 1 =A+A (R (A 1 : Q) (A 2 : Q)) : Optimization techniques for linear queries were investigated in GL95].
Data complexity
We next consider the complexity of evaluating queries over nite or nitely representable databases. Various complexity models have been de ned in the original formula V VW W :' i;j . We prove in the next section that it can be done in polynomial length for the families of databases considered here.
context of arithmetic following two main trends, the arithmetic model and the bit model of complexity Ren92].
The arithmetic complexity BSS89] refers to a model of computation for real numbers restricted to the arithmetic operations +; ?; ; with in nite precision (no rounding errors), with the comparisons = and <. These operations correspond to an atomic computation step independent of the size of the numbers involved in the computation. This trend is currently very active KW95]. This model has been used to develop a descriptive complexity over the reals GM95] for a special class of models in the spirit of the meta-nite structures of GG94], associating a nite structure with the real eld.
The arithmetic model lacks a sensitivity to the size of numbers, which seems fundamental in the database context. The complexity of queries should be expressed as a function of the size of the data, including of course numbers which can be arbitrarily large. The bit model on the other hand re ects the niteness of the arithmetical computation. It is based on Turing machines with an encoding of all numbers in some nite alphabet on the machine tape. This suppose that all numbers are nitely representable by a string on the tape. We make the following restriction, which is harmless for our purposes.
Proviso: We assume in the sequel, that the numbers stored in the relations or used in the queries, are integers or rationals. In the case of AC 0 results, the numbers are restricted to integers only.
Databases are encoded in a standard way as strings on the machine tape. Rational numbers are encoded as pairs of integers, which are encoded in their binary representation. Let be a database schema. An (A; )-database instance I, is encoded following the standard encoding of GST94]. The size of a database is by de nition the size of its standard encoding.
The data complexity of a query measures the resources (time, space, number of processors, etc.) needed to evaluate the query on a computing device (Turing machine, Boolean circuit, etc.) with respect to the database size. We consider classical complexity classes based on Turing machines such as LOGSPACE and PTIME, classes based on Boolean circuits, with and, or, and neg gates, such as AC 0 with constant depth, a polynomial number of processors and arbitrary fan-in gates, and NC with polylog depth, a polynomial number of processors and bounded fan-in gates (See Joh90] for a detailed exposition of these classes). We also consider the class NC 1 NC based on circuits with logarithmic depth, a polynomial number of processors (bounded fan-in gates).
We de ne formally the size of a database as follows. This precise de nition is fundamental for Boolean circuits.
De nition 3.8 Let R be a relation, and R its representation over the language f=;6;+g Z . The formula R is of size j R j 6 n if R contains at most n disjuncts (tuples) and at most n distinct constraints, and the absolute values of the integers occurring in R are bounded by 2 n (i.e. the absolute values can be represented in binary notation with n bits).
Note that rational numbers are encoded as pairs of integers. The results about complexity bounds at NC 1 or higher carry over in presence of rationals. We rst consider the complexity of queries over nite databases. It is well known in nite model theory that rst-order logic with no arithmetic has AC 0 data complexity AHV95]. The proof is relatively simple and best realized in the context of the relational algebra which is equivalent to rst-order queries Cod70]. We brie y review the proof in the case of the relational algebra over nite structures as it is sketched in AHV95]. In the case of nite relations, the circuits are constructed uniformly as follows. The gates of the circuit represent pairs of the form R; t], where R is a relation name (or any algebraic expression, such as R 0 R 00 ), and t is a tuple of the same arity as R. The semantics is that the value of a gate R; t] is 1 i R(t) holds.
Consider an algebraic query Q. There is a gate of the form R; t] for each R, either an input relation or a sub-expression of the query Q, and each tuple t which has the proper arity and is built with atomic constants from the input relations. That gives rise to a polynomial number of gates.
The circuit computes the value of Q; s], for each tuple s of the corresponding arity, starting from the values of the R; t], where R is an input relation. Most operations are very simple to simulate. For instance, the value of R 0 R 00 ; t 0 ; t 00 ]] is 1 i both R 0 ; t 0 ] and R 00 ; t 00 ] have the value 1. The only operation that is slightly more complex is the projection, which requires unbounded fan-in of the or gates.
The result extends trivially to rst-order logic with an order relation, and this holds for all the domains considered in the present paper under the assumption that the numbers occurring explicitly in the databases or in the relations are integers.
Proposition 3.9 First-order queries over nite integer databases in the contexts hN;6i;hZ;6i;hQ;6i, or hR;6i have AC 0 data complexity.
The proof follows easily from the classical nite model theory result. The restriction for integer databases is important. Indeed, the result doesn't hold with rational databases. Consider the following input: R = f a b ; c]g, and the query 8xy(R(x;y) ! x = y), with the equality predicate. The query is satis ed by R i a = b c holds. This cannot be checked in AC 0 FSS84]. This example shows that even without order, rational numbers lead to more com-plex evaluation than AC 0 . The AC 0 bound can be extended to the case of linear queries, as shown in the following proposition.
Proposition 3.10 First-order queries over nite integer databases in the contexts hN;6;+i;hZ;6;+i;hQ;6;+i, or hR;6;+i have AC 0 data complexity.
The proof follows from techniques developed in GST94] to establish the AC 0 bound for nitely representable linear constraint databases. Details follow in the sequel about nitely representable databases.
For richer languages, there is a serious gap of data complexity. This gap exists already for the complexity of the decision problem of the logical theories, Presburger arithmetic Pre29,FR79] versus number theory End72].
Theorem 3.11 First-order queries in the contexts of the natural numbers, hN;6;+; i, the integers, hZ;6;+; i, and the rationals hQ;6;+; i de ne mappings in the arithmetical hierarchy.
Proof: It is clear in the context of the natural numbers and the integers, where the language provides exactly the power of the arithmetical hierarchy. Now, for the context of the rational numbers, Robinson Rob49] proved that the integers are rst-order de nable over Q. It follows, that in this later context, number theory can be simulated.
We analyze in detail queries in the context of hN;6;+; i in Section 4.
On the other hand the complexity is bounded in the real context. This follows from the decidability of the theory of real closed elds Tar51], and its tractability for a xed number of variables BKR86]. The data complexity was shown to be in NC in KKR90] in a more general context. This result can probably be improved in the present context. Fig. 1 summarizes the complexity of query languages over various domains and with various arithmetic operations over nite integer databases. The assumption of integer databases versus rational databases is necessary only for AC 0 bounds. NC bounds hold in the case of rational databases instead.
We next consider the data complexity over nitely representable databases instead of nite databases. It was shown in KKR90] that rst-order for real constraint databases has an NC data complexity upper bound. This tractability result presents a promising future for constraint databases. More recently, Kanellakis and Goldin KG94] proved that the query lan-guage of dense order constraints over the reals (without +; ) has an AC 0 data complexity upper bound when dealing with nitely representable inputs in some normal form. The proof is based on a ( nite) relational normal form for nitely representable databases and an equivalent algebra. This technique can be extended to other contexts for N; Z , and Q. Nevertheless, the result is rather restricted since the normalization is in NC but not in AC 0 . Instead of assuming a normalization of all relations, it is possible to consider restricted classes of inputs. In particular, for nitely representable integer databases, the AC 0 bound holds for rst-order limited to an order relation as shown in Fig. 2 . An AC 0 bound was obtained in GST94] for linear constraint queries and databases representable in f=;6;+g Zwith the number of occurrences of + in every constraint uniformly bounded. This result is also used to show the data complexity for nite integer databases (Fig. 1) . The result is proved using the algebra for linear constraint databases. The di cult part of the proof is related to the operations of projection and di erence, which require some weak form of multiplication. The initial result of KKR90] proving an NC bound for polynomial constraints over the reals applies of course to linear constraints over dense orders, such as the rationals or the reals. We next improve the previous bound, and prove that the data complexity of linear queries is actually NC 1 . This is the main original complexity result of this paper.
Theorem 3.12 First-order queries over nitely representable databases in the contexts hN;6;+i;hZ;6;+i;hQ;6;+i, or hR;6;+i have NC 1 data complexity.
In the case of constraint databases, the number of tuples (of atomic values) is in nite. Instead of the tuples, the generalized tuples need to be encoded. We next explain how the encoding is done using gates in a circuit.
Without loss of generality, we make a few assumptions to simplify the presentation. Speci cally, we assume that Q is a rst-order Boolean query whose input consists of a single binary relation R. For each natural number n, we exhibit a Boolean circuit C n , of logarithmic depth (depending only on the query Q) with polynomially many gates in terms of n. The circuit C n has the property that for each input R with a representation R of size smaller than n, the circuit C n , starting on an encoding enc( R ) of R , computes an encoding of Q(R). The proof easily extends to inputs with several relations, of arbitrary arities, and to queries with outputs of arity > 1. The circuits then have many output gates, giving an encoding of (a representation of) the output.
The input (under the previous assumptions) is encoded as follows. We rst describe how to encode with 3n 3 + 4n 2 bits any (quanti er free) formula of f=;<;+g Z with two free variables of size n. ; , and are integers whose absolute values are smaller than 2 n , and is = or <, are encoded on 3n + 4 bits as follows: j j j j j j , where the bit = 0 (resp. 1) if is = (resp. <); the bit = 1 (resp. 0) if is a positive (resp. negative) integer; j j is the binary representation of the absolute value of in n bits; and similarly for and .
Since there are at most n constraints in each tuple and at most n tuples in the binary relation R, the whole encoding of a formula for R of size n requires a sequence of n n (3n + 4) = 3n 3 + 4n 2 bits. During the computation, the syntactic objects encoded in the circuits can grow in size. For instance, bigger integers may result from adding integers of size n. Similarly, constraints over more than two variables are sometimes needed, as a result of an application of the Cartesian product, for instance. The Cartesian product, along with other operations, also trigger an increase of the number of constraints in each tuple. Therefore, the number of bits allocated to the encoding of integers, constraints, and tuples varies at the di erent strata (depths) of the circuit. The encoding of bigger integers, constraints over more variables, and tuples containing more constraints, is done in the same manner as above, by adding the required amount of space. Since each rst order query can be evaluated using a xed number of (algebraic) operations, the required additional space can always be gured out once a particular query is given.
Projection and set-di erence are the two operations requiring some computations. The others are only based on syntactic manipulation, and result only in simple wiring inside the circuits. Assume for a moment that the operations projection and complement (with which set-di erence can be de ned), are done with black boxes proj and comp. Then it follows from the detailed technique developed in GST94], that linear queries can be computed on circuits with arbitrary fan-in, gates and, or, neg, proj, and comp, in constant depth (depending only upon the query), with a polynomial (in the size of the input) number of gates.
In the following, we prove two key lemmas concerning the NC 1 data complexity bound of the two operations projection and complement. Theorem 3.12 then follows from the lemmas 3.13 and 3.14.
The projection operation requires the computation of integer addition, subtraction and multiplication. The addition of two integers can be done in uniform AC 0 with respect to the size of the binary representation of the integers. The multiplication of two integers can be done on bounded fan-in circuits with O(log n) depth, and O(n log n log log n) size SS71], and so is in uniform NC 1 with respect to the size of the binary representation of the integers KR90].
We next prove that the projection can be done in NC 1 . More precisely, we prove that for each tuple, there is a circuit of logarithmic depth, with a polynomial number of gates, that computes the projected tuple.
Lemma 3.13 Let S be a set of linear constraints over n variables x 1 ,..., x n , and i a positive integer 6 n. The projection (S) of S on variables fx 1 ; :::; x n g ? fx i g is computable in NC 1 . Proof of Lemma 3.13: The NC 1 upper bound for the projection of a tuple relies on the following simple technical claim, which shows how addition and multiplication are used in the computation of the resulting constraints after a set of constraints has been projected onto some components.
Claim: Let We now see that the projection of S can be done in NC
1
. The resulting constraints are obtained by one multiplication and one subtraction. These two operations can be done in NC
. Moreover, the number of resulting new constraints is at most quadratic in the number of initial constraints, using the Fourier-Motzkin method.
The only other operation that requires some care is the set di erence. The next lemma is devoted to the complement operation, that can be used to de ne set di erence.
Lemma 3.14 There is a polynomial function P, such that for each relation R of size n, the following conditions hold for the complement, R c , of R: (i) jR c j 6 P(n), and (ii) R c is computable in NC 1 in the size of R. Proof: Assume that R is a binary relation of size n. The case of a relation of higher arity is dealt with in a similar fashion (dimension 2 is only more intuitive). There are at most n 2 distinct constraints in R (n tuples of n constraints). Since the constraints are linear, there are at most n 4 points, intersection of two lines de ned by the constraints in R. Let P be the corresponding set of points. Let P 3 be the set of triples of points in P, such that each triple denes a triangle whose interior do not contain any other point in P. Note that P 3 also contains line segments and points with repetitions in the triples (the triple (p; p; p) denotes a point). P 3 is the set of triangular cells of R. Now let C 3 be the set of generalized tuples corresponding to the cells in P
3
. For each cell, we select those which have an empty intersection with R. This last set de nes R c .
The rst claim follows immediately. The number of cells is bounded by a polynomial function in n (see also Col75] for a more general case). The complement of R, R c , can easily be computed in NC 1 . The set P is computed by the resolution (in parallel) of systems of two two-variate equations. This is performed with a bounded number of sequential multiplications, so in parallel logarithmic time. No computation is done for P 3 . C 3 also requires a bounded number of sequential multiplications, and so is done in parallel logarithmic time. The same holds for the last selection step. Therefore, R c is computed in NC 1 in the size of R. We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.12.
Proof of Theorem 3.12: The proof is by induction on the structure of the formula expressing the query. It follows the steps of the proof of Theorem 5.2 in GST94], and is therefore omitted.
The arithmetical power is obtained exactly in the same cases (polynomial constraints) as before for identical reasons. In the case where more arithmetic is allowed (such as a function x y ), natural numbers become de nable over the reals, and so the complexity becomes arithmetical (see Section 4 for details). 
Generic Queries over Finite Databases
In this section, we focus on nite databases and generic queries overnite databases. We study the de nability of the parity and connectivity queries over numeric domains with arithmetic and present a few new results concerning them. Speci cally, we show that both queries are de nable whenever integers are de nable and +; are present. Context structures satisfying these two conditions include natural numbers with +; , integers with +; , rational numbers with +; , and real numbers with +; ; x y . Finally, we prove that for context structures in which integers are de nable and +; are present, the rst order language expresses exactly the set of generic queries (over nite databases) in the arithmetical hierarchy.
We rst prove that parity is expressible over natural numbers with arithmetic operations. Recall that the parity query is de ned over a single ( nite) relation R and it returns true if R has an even cardinality. For simplicity, we assume R is of arity 1. The next theorem shows that addition is inadequate to de ne parity. Theorem 4.1 GST94,PVV95] parity is de nable in none of the following additive context structures: hN;6;+i;hQ;6;+i, and hR;6;+i. Proof: The result was shown in GST94] in the case of the rational numbers.
The proof exhibits an AC 0 data complexity upper-bound for rst order logic with order and addition over rational numbers, over inputs that are nite subsets of N k . Since parity is not in AC 0 FSS84], it follows that parity is not de nable. Assume now that there is a sentence ' over hR;6;+i which expresses parity of a set of reals. Then, ' is also a sentence over hQ;6;+i, which also expresses parity of a set of rationals. Therefore parity is not de nable in rst-order over hR;6;+i. A di erent technique was exhibited in PVV95] for the case of real numbers.
Recently, Benedikt, Dong, Libkin, and Wong BDLW95] have extended the above result and proved that parity is not expressible in rst order over real numbers with addition and multiplication. Theorem 4.2 BDLW95] parity is not de nable in the context structure hR;6;+; i.
The proof, rather complex, relies on powerful model theoretic techniques. We next prove a positive result, namely that parity is de nable over the structure of number theory hN;6;+; i. This shows that arithmetic has a strong impact on the expressive power of rst-order logic for queries that are generic, and so independent of the arithmetic. Theorem 4.3 parity is de nable in hN;6;+; i.
In order to prove Theorem 4.3, we rst prove the following weaker result.
Lemma 4.4 parity is de nable in hN;6;+; ; x y i. Proof: Consider the set R = fa 1 ; :::; a l g, and assume without loss of generality that a i < a i+1 . The formula '(R; n) de nes the natural number n = 2 a 1 3 a 2 a l l , where l is the l th prime number.
'(R; n) ( (R; n)^8n 0 ( (R; n 0 ) ) n 6 n 0 )); where (R; n) is the following formula: div(2 a 1 ; n)^8 8 8a8b 
with the following abbreviations: div(x; y) denotes the relation \x divides y"; prime(x) de nes prime numbers; succ prime (x; y) is true if x and y are consecutive primes; succ R (x; y) is true if x and y are consecutive members of R. All these relations are rst-order de nable (for rst-order de nability of relations and functions, see End72]).
The formula ' 0 (d; n) de nes the biggest prime divisor d of n. It is easily expressed in rst-order.
The formula (x; y) de nes the set of pairs of the form ( k ; k), where k is the k th prime number. The de nition of is given in End72].
The parity of R is nally expressed by the sentence:
The proof of Theorem 4.3 now follows from the fact that the exponentiation function is de nable in hN;6;+; i End72].
Interestingly, for the natural numbers, N, + is de nable in rst order using and 6, or by divisibility (div) and 6 Rob49] . Therefore, parity is de nable in the structures hN;6; i and hN;6;divi.
parity is also de nable with multiplication over the rational numbers.
Theorem 4.5 parity is de nable in hQ;6;+; i. Proof: This follows from the fact that the set of integers, Z , is de nable in the rational eld Rob49]. The theory of the rational eld is therefore undecidable, and parity can be de ned in the same way as over the natural numbers.
For the real eld, the situation is di erent since the theory of hR;6;+; i is = 1). As shown in the previous proof, the function x y permits the de nition of interesting subsets of the reals such as the integers. Other extensions of the language, for instance with trigonometric functions permit also the de nition of the integers. This is the case with the function \cos". The set of integers, Z , is de nable in this context by '(x) (cos(2 x) = 1), and the same technique as before apply to de ne parity. (Note that in the later case the constant is de nable with the function cos.)
The previous de nability results extend to the connectivity query.
Theorem 4.7 connectivity is de nable in hN;6;+; i. Proof: Let G = (V; E) be a nite graph. We use a standard encoding of pairs of natural numbers into natural numbers in order to be able to quantify over edges in the graph. Consider the pairing (one-to-one) function from N N onto N, de ned by J(x; y) = The formula '(E; n) de nes the smallest integer, n, which is divisible by the k th prime number if k = J(x; y) and there is a path from x to y in G.
'(E; n) ( (E; n)^8n 0 ( (E; n 0 ) ) n 6 n 0 ));
where (E; n) is the formula de ned by (E; n) 2 6 6 6 4 ((k = J(x; y)^G(x; y)) ) div(k; n)) V 8x8y8z 8k 8k 0 8k 00
Connectivity is then expressible by the sentence: 8x8y8k 8n((V (x)^V (y)^k = J(x; y)^'(E; n)) ) div(k; n)):
More generally Theorem 3.11 implies the following much stronger result, and in particular, each generic recursive query is expressible in the context of hN;6;+; i. Theorem 4.8 Every generic query in the arithmetical hierarchy is de nable in the context structure hN;6;+; i.
The proof follows from Theorem 3.11 and the fact that relations of arbitrary arity can be encoded by pairing functions similar to the one used in the proof of Theorem 4.7. Note that Theorem 4.8 subsumes Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 4.7. We presented the later theorems rst to illustrate the encoding techniques.
The previous result extends to all contexts where we proved that parity was de nable.
We have been able to prove that parity and connectivity are de nable in structures whose theories are undecidable, such as the natural numbers with arithmetic. We make the following conjecture.
Conjecture: parity is not de nable in context structures admitting a decidable theory.
All known results on the parity query have been consistent with our conjecture. The same conjecture holds for other queries, such as connectivity.
This follows from the reductions presented in Section 5.
Queries over Finitely Representable Databases
We now focus on nitely representable databases and queries over them, in particular the queries listed in Section 3. Such queries are concerned with topological properties such as region connectivity, homeomorphism, etc. or arise due to arithmetic such as Euclidean spanning tree. We prove in this section that none of the queries studied here are expressible in rst order in the context structures of hQ;6i;hR;6i, hR;6;+; i. The proofs are based on the technique of \ rst order reductions" Imm87] from the parity query.
We present in the following the notions of \ rst-order reductions" Imm87] and then establish reductions among the queries under consideration.
Let L 0 L be a rst order language and a schema. Suppose Q is an n-ary query over a schema 0 = fR 1 ; :::; R k g and for each 1 6 i 6 k, ' i ( y i ; z) is a formula ( We denote the extended language by (L 0 ) + Q. Intuitively, a formula in (L 0 ) + Q can \call" the query Q one or more times. We now present the following de nition of a rst order reduction.
De nition 5.1 Let Q 1 and Q 2 be two (respectively) n 1 -ary and n 2 -ary queries over schemas (respectively) 1 and 2 . Let L 0 L. The query Q 1 is ( rst order) L 0 -reducible to Q 2 if there exists a formula '(x 1 ; :::; x n 1 ) in (L 0 1 )+Q 2 such that for every database instance I of 1 :
for all a 1 ; :::; a n 1 2 R; (a 1 ; :::; a n 1 ) 2 Q 1 (I) i R j = '(a 1 ; :::; a n 1 ) :
Intuitively, Q 1 is L 0 -reducible to Q 2 if one can systematically construct from an instance I of 1 one or more instances of 2 , apply the query Q 2 one or more times, and obtain the answer to Q 1 . Furthermore, all constructions are done in L 0 .
In the context structure R, L = f6;+; g. In particular, the reductions may use the order, addition, and multiplication. Thus, if S is a subset of f6;+; g, an S-reduction uses only logical symbols in S in the reduction in addition to the relation symbols, logical connectives and quanti ers. Especially, we consider 6-reductions, f6;+g-reductions, and f6;+; g-reductions.
Note that 6- (i) L 0 -reducibility is transitive; and (ii) L 00 -reducibility implies L 0 -reducibility.
We now consider the rst order reductions among queries.
Theorem 5.3 parity is rst-order 6-reducible to majority; majority and half are rst-order 6-reducible to each other.
Proof: Let R be a unary input relation for parity. clearly, if there is a number such that the set S = fx 2 R j x 6 g satis es the following conditions: majority(S; R) = majority(R ? S; R) = true then parity(R) = true, i.e., jRj is even. Now let R 1 ; R 2 be the input database. To prove the reduction from majority to half, one only needs to nd a subset S of R 1 such that 2jSj = jR 2 j, when jR 2 j is even. When jR 2 j is odd, it is su cient to nd a strict subset S of R 1 such that 2jSj = jR 2 ? f gj, where is the biggest element in R 2 ? R 1 . Similarly, a subset of R 1 can be de ned by a number such that S = fb 2 R 1 j b 6 g. Subsets and strict subsets can be easily expressed in rst order. For the reduction from half, notice that jR 1 j = 2jR 2 j i majority(R 1 ; R 2 ) = majority(R 2 ? R 1 ; R 2 ) = true.
It is clear that the above reductions are rst order 6-reductions. It has already been shown FSS84, CSV84] that parity reduces to ( -nite graph) connectivity. Moreover, several classes of (graph) equivalent problems were presented in CSV84] under \projection" and \constant-depth truth-table" reductions. The reduction results can also be established in terms of 6-reductions. For example, the following shows the 6-reduction from majority to (graph) connectivity.
Theorem 5.4 majority is rst-order 6-reducible to connectivity.
As an interesting aside, Gaifman Gai81] proved that numerous queries were not de nable in rst-order logic with only equality using the locality property. This property doesn't carry over in presence of order.
We now consider topological and geometric queries and start with the kdimensional region connectivity. Assume that = fRg, where R is a k-ary relation symbol. The relation R R k de nes a connected region if every pair of points in R can be linked by a continuous curve lying entirely in R. Note that when k = 1, the region connectivity query reduces to checking if the input unary relation de nes a single interval, which is rst-order de nable.
Theorem 5.5 For each k > 2, majority is rst order f6;+g-reducible to the k-dimensional region connectivity query.
Proof: We consider a 2-dimensional subplane in the k-dimensional space. In the following, we use (i; j) to refer to a point in the plane. Let R 2 = fa 1 ; :::; a n g and R 1 = fb 1 ; :::; b m g R 2 be the inputs for majority. Assume without loss of generality that 0 < a 1 < a 2 < < a n and 0 < b 1 < b 2 < < b m . Intuitively, we construct line segments within a rectangular area bounded by (0; 0) and (2b m ; a n ) as its lower left and upper right corners (resp.), such that (i) the line segments are connected i (ii) the lower left corner is connected to the upper right corner i (iii) 2jR 1 j > jR 2 j, i.e., majority returns true.
Let a 0 = b 0 = 0. We construct the following line segments in the plane: { from (0; 0) to (2b m ; 0); { from (0; a n ) to (2b m ; a n ); and { from (b i?1 ; a j?1 ) to (b i ; a j ) and from (b m + b i?1 ; a j?1 ) to (b m + b i ; a j ), for 1 6 i 6 m and 1 6 j 6 n. Note that the segments used in the above proof are not de nable without . It su ces, however, to replace each diagonal line by three horizontal and two vertical line segments as shown in Fig. 4(b) . It seems that additions are necessary since the input to the majority query is a pair of arbitrary relations. It is unclear whether an 6-reduction exists.
Next we consider at least and exactly one hole. Obviously, for one dimensional inputs, both queries are rst-order expressible. We prove that for higher dimensions, these queries are analogous to region connectivity. Theorem 5.6 (i) For each k > 2, the majority query is rst-order f6;+g-reducible to k-dimensional at-least-one-hole and exactly-one-hole. (ii) at-least-one-hole is rst order 6-reducible to region connectivity.
Proof: For (i), the technique is similar to the previous one. For instance, Fig. 4(c) shows the construction for exactly one hole for R 1 = fa 1 ; :::; a 6 g and R 2 = fb 1 ; :::; b 4 g R 1 , where b 0 i = b 4 + b i for 1 6 i 6 4. For (ii), we note that a relation R has a hole i its complement is not region connected.
Next we consider the eulerian traversal query. Theorem 5.7 half is rst order f6;+g-reducible to eulerian traversal. Proof: The proof uses a reduction from the query half that is similar to the previous reductions. The basic idea of the reduction is to use pairs of parallel line segments in the reduction, similar to that used in Theorem 5.5.
An example of the reduction for R 1 = fa 1 ; :::; a 6 g and R 2 = fb 1 ; :::; b 4 g R 1 is shown in Fig. 4(d) , where b 0 i = b 4 + b i for 1 6 i 6 4. Now if half returns true, the parallel lines originating from (0; 0) go to just below the lowest teeth on the right. Hence a Eulerian traversal exists. Otherwise, if the lines from (0; 0) go too high or too low, the lines are broken into at least two connected parts and Eulerian traversal is impossible.
In the next example, we consider another topological property | the homeomorphism query. Note that two point sets in the real plane are homeomorphic if there is a bi-continuous bijection on R 2 which maps one to the other. The homeomorphism query is de ned over databases with two binary relations. The query returns true if the two relations are homeomorphic and false otherwise.
Theorem 5.8 half is rst order f6;+g-reducible to homeomorphism. Proof: The proof uses a similar reduction to the one used in the eulerian traversal query. The primary di erences are that (i) here we use closed areas instead of parallel line segments, and (ii) we need to construct the second ? ? f6;+g -f6;+g * H H H H j X X X X X X X X X X z f6;+; g Finally, we consider euclidean spanning tree, whose input is a set of points in R 2 and the output is a set of pairs of points (arity 4) representing the Euclidean spanning tree. We next show that majority is rst order reducible to euclidean spanning tree.
Theorem 5.9 half is rst order f6;+; g-reducible to euclidean spanning tree.
Proof: The idea of the reduction is similar to that in the reduction from majority to region connectivity. But instead of creating solid line segments, the reduction produces a \dotted" line segments such that the distance between each pair of consecutive points is tiny with respect to the distance between other points, and also much smaller than the minimal di erence among the input numbers for half. Hence, a Euclidean spanning tree has to use the dotted line segments. These dotted lines form exactly an Euclidean spanning tree i half is true. Fig. 5 summarizes the reduction results. Since parity is not de nable in f6;+; g in the context structure hR;6;+; i, it follows that none of the above queries are de nable. In particular, it was conjectured in KKR90] that Euclidean spanning tree is not expressible in rst order. Our results prove that the conjecture holds indeed.
Theorem 5.10 The following queries are not de nable in rst order for constraint databases: k (> 2) dimensional region connectivity, at least one hole, exactly one hole; eulerian traversal, homeomorphism, and euclidean spanning tree.
Conclusion
We have proved that the parity and the connectivity queries were rst-order de nable in some contexts, such as in number theory and in some other contexts. These structures are of little interest to constraint databases, since their theories are not decidable, and we believe, that these two queries are not de nable in structures admitting a decidable theory.
Constraint databases and query languages can only be de ned over structures with decidable theories (moreover with quanti er elimination for non Boolean queries, and a reasonable data complexity). We proved, using rst order reduction techniques, that many queries of interest for the purpose of constraint databases, arising in graph theory, computational geometry, or geographical databases are not expressible. In particular, region connectivity, exactly 1 hole, at least 1 hole, eulerian traversal, homeomorphism, and euclidean spanning tree are not de nable over real polynomial constraint databases.
The results presented in this paper answered many open questions relative to the expressive power of rst-order logic with arithmetic. In KKR90], Kanellakis, Kuper and Revesz conjectured that euclidean spanning tree is not de nable with polynomial constraints over the reals, that is in R = hR;6;+; i. We proved this is indeed true.
It follows that from a practical point of view, query languages for constraint databases should support aggregate functions, such as counting, and recursion mechanisms. These issues have been addressed recently in the literature. In ationary Datalog with negation was used in the context of dense order constraint databases KKR90], and aggregate functions were discussed in Kup93, CK95] .
